
Slogans like ‘Become a martial arts 
master in four weeks instead of 40 
years’ or ‘How to defeat the biggest, 

fiercest street-fighters around’ are effective 
in capturing the imagination of martial arts 
enthusiasts. They promise to fulfil people’s 
every whim and fantasy of learning top-
secret combat skills, iron-hand methods, 
and invincible techniques with miraculous 
consequences. However, such ads could 
be considered misleading or deceptive, or 
likely to mislead or deceive, in contravention 
of the Commonwealth Trade Practices Act 
1974 and/or the relevant state consumer 
protection laws.

In the case brought by the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) against Henry Kaye (1), the ACCC 
sought declarations, permanent injunctions 
and corrective advertising due to statements 
made by Kaye on radio, the internet and in 
newspapers. The ACCC alleged that Kaye 
made a number of misrepresentations, 
including that he would make five ordinary 
Australians property millionaires in just 
six months with no money down, no debt 
and no equity. It was also alleged that 
Kaye would turn 1000 ordinary people into 
property millionaires within 12 months.

It was argued by Kaye’s lawyers that 
some of the statements he made were just 
‘commendatory puffery’ (ie. they did not 
exceed the level of exaggeration commonly 
accepted in marketing), and thus were 
not actionable. Whether representations 
in an advertisement are actionable 
depends on the particular facts and must 
be considered in light of the ordinary 
incidents and character of commercial 
behaviour. In Kaye’s case, the Judge 
found that Kaye’s advertising would have 
conveyed the impression and understanding 
to a significant number of ordinary or 
reasonable readers and listeners that 
ordinary Australians could turn into property 
millionaires by following Kaye’s strategies.

The Judge found that Kaye had no 
reasonable grounds for making the 
representations and, in the public interest, 
found in favour of the ACCC.

While the Trade Practices Act 1974 
applies only to corporations, an individual 
who engages in conduct that is misleading 

and deceptive, or is likely to be, could 
be sued under the consumer-protection 
legislation that exists in each Australian state 
and territory. Although there are no reported 
cases involving martial artists, the Kaye case 
is a good example of how martial artists 
involved in teaching, promoting seminars, 
etc. should be careful as to how they present 
their services to prospective customers.  

There is a fine line between offering to 
teach people combat skills and promising 
them certain results when employing those 
skills. For example, it might be appropriate 

to say that you can teach someone edged 
weapon awareness and disarming techniques, 
but it might be a misrepresentation to say 
that your combat techniques are guaranteed 
to work on the toughest of combatants, 
or that you can knock out someone just 
with chi energy. Perhaps such internal 
energies are real, but in the eyes of the law, 
such representations could be found to be 
misleading and deceptive.

The problem with the Australian martial 
arts industry, however, is that there is no 
uniformity of standards across similar 
or different styles. It’s essentially self-
regulated and there is no requirement for 
compulsory membership to a Government-
recognised body. As such, there are no 
minimum standards or codes of practice, 
no compulsory national accreditation and 
verification of instructor’s qualifications, no 
compulsory police checks, no compulsory 
insurance and no compliance program as to 
possession and use of weapons. Essentially, 
anyone can start up a martial arts school and 

teach their ‘secret techniques’.
Those offering courses teaching self-

defence or how to become a proficient 
fighter in weeks rather than years, must ask 
themselves whether such statements are 
mere ‘puffery’, or are instead unreasonable 
and more likely to be false. For example, 
while it’s possible for a person with no martial 
arts experience to learn some fundamental 
hand-to-hand techniques and footwork in a 
few days, is it a misrepresentation that such a 
person could achieve a Black-belt, and start 
instructing the so-called art after four weeks?

Most Black-belts will say they earned 
their rank through attention, dedication and 
long hours of practice, and the Black-belt is 
only a symbol of their personal achievement. 
It certainly doesn’t mean that they have 
become a complete fighter, or even capable 
of defending themselves against multiple 
attackers or an armed assailant. A trained 
martial artist certainly has better footwork, 
co-ordination and awareness, but is not 
necessarily a proficient street-fighter. Yet, 
many people are promoting training strategies 
or systems that promise iron-clad destructive 
skills, or the ability to protect themselves 
effectively without having to endure long hours 
of repetitive training and conditioning.

An unregulated martial arts industry 
means that anyone can represent himself as 
an instructor and promote his own strategies 
or system. It’s important that the martial arts 
instructor not lose sight of the importance 
of guiding and leading someone along their 
journey, and the responsibility of the master 
towards the pupil.

Martial arts instructors must ask 
themselves what they are offering their 
students, whether they are suitably qualified 
to do so, whether they are adequately 
insured and whether promises, if made, are 
reasonable. If in doubt, they should seek 
independent legal advice.
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Martial art is no longer just a personal journey in self-improvement or self-defence,  
it has evolved into a commercial enterprise and a major service industry.  
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